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The essential accessory for students, for travelers, and for anyone seeking a simple way to
mejorar su Español, 365 Spanish Words-A-Year delivers a lively mix of practical, fun, and good-
to- know vocabulary words and phrases. Each day’s entry is used in a sample sentence and
includes a definition and pronunciation guide. Become a better Spanish speaker, one day at a
time.

About the AuthorThich Nhat Hanh is a Vietnamese Buddhist Zen master, poet, scholar, and
peace activist who was nominated for the Nobel Peace Prize by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. He is
the author of many bestselling books, including the classics Peace Is Every Step, Fear, and The
Art of Power. Hanh lives in Plum Village, his meditation center in France, and leads retreats
worldwide.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Well chosen words and phrases. I use this as an aid for bimonthly
Spanish conversation sessions for some retired Episcopal priests who want to increase their
ease in conversing with Hispanic members of our church here in San Diego. I assign several
pages to each person, for them to bring in sentences. Having grown up in Mexico, I can say
most of the words chosen are very useful, with good examples of their use.”

Julie Mallett, “Great calendar. Fun to learn a few word every .... Great calendar. Fun to learn a
few word every day. I like that it gives you the word, how to pronounce it, the meaning, and use it
in a sentence.”

Mitzi Willow, “would not recommend to learn everyday. This is for a more advanced Spanish
speaker, would not recommend to learn everyday, basic words.”

Mari Braskin, “Four Stars. I love the content, but design is a bit cheap.”

michael c allen, “Four Stars. Thank you”

Ebook Library Reader, “Gracias!. My sister received this as a gift from me for Christmas. I
believe she's enjoying studying Spanish!  Thank you!  Gracias!”

mac, “Interesting and useful vocabulary aid. As we are learning Spanish to add a bit of fun to our
holidays, (there are so many Spanish speaking countries to visit!) we thought this might provide
us with a little extra vocabulary and an entertaining bit of daily mental exercise.We actually came
upon this when looking for an alternative to the English word a day which had proved to be such
a huge dumbed down disappointment this year.Anyway we are delighted with this. Its great for
Spanish learners. We don’t attempt to memorise each word – that would make it too much of a
chore – but it does give us some more background to our gentle learning experience.I would
definitely recommend this to anyone wanting to learn a little Spanish or even with just a passing
interest in Spanish. It may also be entertaining / useful to people with a fair command of the
language but as I cannot comment as I am yet not in that category!”

Simon, “Five Stars. Does what it says in the box...”

laura.catarsi, “Per un regalo originale. Un regalo originale per chi sta imparando una nuova
lingua... Ben rifinito, questo calendario è stato un acquisto validissimo. Lo consiglio.”

Joselyn, “Great for beginners. Great for beginners! Translations and examples are great.The
words are everyday nouns, verbs, etc. so it's not like other word-a-day calendars (ie. with more



advanced, uncommon words that many native speakers don't even know). We gave it to our
children to help them learn the spelling.”

Renny, “Five Stars. My second year - still fascinating”

The book by Steven N. Meyers has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 29 people have provided feedback.
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